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• Introductions and organizations
• Perspective
• Baselining
• Technology landscape
• Inflection and convergence point
• Benefits and challenges of drivers, including TEFCA
• Remaining gaps and challenges
• Value of provider and payer exchange
• Q/A

Agenda
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• Assess the technology landscape and the options for integrating industry 
standards with API-driven initiatives

• Discuss how use case driven innovation supports the harmonization of 
standards, public policy and value-based care initiatives

• Evaluate the anticipated benefits and challenges of TEFCA implementation 
across stakeholder groups

• Analyze the remaining gaps as data exchange is expanded to broader 
stakeholder groups in support of innovation

• Describe the value of payer and provider data exchange within the 
healthcare ecosystem

Learning Objectives
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• Humana is one of the largest U.S. health insurance and well-being 
organizations with over 14 million members, over $53B in revenue, and 
57,000 employees

• Committed to helping our members achieve their best health through a 
spectrum of products and offerings including insurance products, case 
management, population health, predictive analytics, and well-being 
initiatives

• Sees integrated health delivery as the key in providing maximum benefit 
to our members and partner providers

• Believes that technology, including Big Data and associated analytics, is 
critical in achieving the goal of integrated care delivery

• Closely partners with provider groups to enable the value based care and 
integrated care delivery model

Humana
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Perspective

“How many things, too, are looked upon 
as quite impossible, until they have 
been actually effected?”

Pliny the Elder, AD 23-79
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“Medical schools should hold their graduates 
responsible for their medical records no matter 
where they may be.  Indeed if they were to survey 
the performance of their graduates through their 
records they would help community hospitals with 
their standards and begin to get some feed-back 
on all the medical education programmes 
underway.  In addition, records on a large 
scale would become available for computer 
analysis.” 

Larry Weed, 1964
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“Several PHR and even some HIE technology vendors 
have recognized the potential value that could be created if 
they make the data they store or have access to available 
through a standard set of conventions (usually called an 
API) to app developers.  The Harvard SMART platform 
extends this idea to an EHR developed specifically for this 
purpose.  I see no reason why this idea cannot be 
implemented by commercial EHR vendors.  It is also 
possible to envision that some standard set of APIs 
might be developed such that one app can work with 
most, if not all, compliant EHRs. The pressure to do this 
would likely have to come from the healthcare industry or 
the government.“

Me, 2013
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“We will be laser-focused on increasing interoperability and 
giving patients access to their data. Last year, CMS finalized 
requirements around EHR certification. This ensures that 
patients will be able to share data via APIs.”

-- CMS Administrator, Seema Verma, HIMSS 2018

CMS, 2018
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How Did We Get Here?
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HIS Circa 1960

IBM HIS 

Copyright © 1960 Akron Children’s Hospital
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EMRs 1965-75
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Clinical Decision Support Circa 1976

Courtesy Ted Shortliffe
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IOM, 2001

safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, equitable

http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/ImprovementStories/AcrosstheChasmSixAimsforChangingtheHealthCareSystem.aspx
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Learning Health System

https://www.ahrq.gov/professionals/systems/learning-health-systems/index.html
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Necessary Informatics Substrate

EMR 
Adoption Analytics Access 

to POC
Open
Interop
erability
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HITECH
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• Brief history of healthcare interoperability
• Administrative (HIPAA) vs Clinical approaches

– Administrative
• Classic HIPAA Transactions

– Claims
– Eligibility
– Referrals and Authorizations
– Remittance Advice

• Clinical
– HL7 (Health Level 7) Transactions
– Continuity of Care Documents
– Admission/Discharge/Transfer
– FHIR Messages

Administrative vs Clinical Interoperability
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• Required to be successful at value based care
• Full integrated care delivery can only be achieved through it
• Cost reduction can be achieved through it

– Optimized workflows in a single system
– Reduced duplicity

• Provider abrasion can be mitigated
– Authorization/referral processing in workflow
– Medical records exchange for administrative purposes

• “In workflow” integration is enabled by it
• Provides a mechanism to share analytics in clinical workflow for 

• Identification of populations and individuals needing attention needing 
management

• Provides guidance on which actions or behavioral changes are needed to 
achieve desired outcomes

• Predicts the benefits of interventions
• Ensures feedback on the results of the interventions

Value of provider/payer data exchange
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• Value based care requires that we collectively understand the entire health profile of 
patients so that the pro-active, appropriate care at the appropriate time can be 
delivered

• Big Data and FHIR integration provide the mechanisms of risk stratification, pro-
active solutions, hospitalization avoidance, over utilization avoidance, and better 
quality of life

• Paying for performance as demonstrated by health outcomes has fundamentally 
changed the landscape

• Sharing data and analytics is a key enabler in achieving the desired outcomes since 
enables the following:

• Identification of populations and individuals needing attention needing 
management

• Provides guidance on which actions or behavioral changes are needed to 
achieve desired outcomes

• Predicts the benefits of interventions
• Ensures feedback on the results of the interventions

Value Based Care’s Role 
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• Value based care drives the need for integration
• API/FHIR adoption is increasing
• 21st Century Cures Act is a lever to enable integration and 

interoperability
• Industry initiatives such as are accelerating the cause, cross 

pollinating use cases, and pushing innovation
• Da Vinci 
• FAST (ONC Convened)
• Argonaut
• Carin

• Blue Button 2.0  and other CMS and ONC support 
• Need for innovation

Industry inflection point
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• Da Vinci is functional
• FAST is scale and infrastructure
• Both can influence public policy

Da Vinci and FAST Initiatives (A symbiotic relationship)
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• Enacted by the 114th Congress in December 2016
• Meant to streamline drug and device approval
• Mandates API usage

– “… that the entity has in place data sharing programs or capabilities based 
on common data elements through such mechanisms as application 
programming interfaces without the requirement for vendor-specific 
interfaces;

– […] publish application programming interfaces and associated 
documentation, with respect to health information within such records, 
for search and indexing, semantic harmonization and vocabulary 
translation, and user interface applications; and

– […] demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Secretary that health 
information from such records are able to be exchanged, accessed, and 
used through the use of application programming interfaces without 
special effort, as authorized under applicable law.”

21st Century Cures Act
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• An API is a software intermediary which allows applications to talk 
to each other

• Given than APIs are defined at a specific data perspective, they 
can be ‘Lego-blocked’ together as building block for more 
complex purposes

• APIs are a foundational technology that drives modern computing 
and the API economy (Amazon, Netflix, Google, Facebook, EBay, 
YouTube, Twitter, & etc.)

• APIs enable innovation in an unprecedented manner
• APIs are not new… simplified, easy to use versions of them are

API 101
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Where does SMART Fit?

SMART app in E H R accessing payer FHIR resources

EHR Payer

App can written by E H R vendor, 
payer, or other third party
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Where does SMART Fit?

SMART app running in E H R accessing many FHIR 
enabled nodes

EHR Payer

EHR2 HIE

App can written by E H R vendor, 
payer, or other third party
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Workflow Integration
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• Data Exchange for Quality Measures (DEQM): aka Medication Reconciliation Post-Discharge (MRP) 

– Payers and providers need common transport tools to share the data required to complete 
medication reconciliation at all transitions care, for care management plans, during medication 
changes

– Proof of 30 day medication reconciliations is increasingly required for value based care incentives. 
Providers and care coordinators face the challenge of collecting accurate and complete patient 
medication records across care settings.

• Coverage Requirements Discovery 

– Providers need to easily discover which payer covered services or devices have:

• Specific documentation requirements

• Rules for determining need for specific treatments/services

• Requirement for Prior Authorization (PA) or other approvals

• Specific guidance

– With a FHIR based API, providers can discover in real-time specific payer requirements that may 
affect the ability to have certain services or devices covered by the responsible payer.

• Documentation Templates and Coverage Rules 

– The goal of this use case is to reduce provider burden and simplify process by establishing 
electronic versions of administrative and clinical requirements that can become part of the providers 
daily workflow

• eHealth Record Exchange: HEDIS/Stars & Clinician Exchange 

– FHIR provides a way to request and deliver electronic attachments between payers, providers, and 
clearinghouses using modern web standards.

Da Vinci Use Cases
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• Notification (ADT): Transitions in Care, ER admit/discharge
• Risk Based Contract Member Identification
• Authorization Support
• Quality Measure Reporting
• Laboratory Results

Da Vinci Use Case Inventory
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• The discussion used to be ‘we have a variety of tools for 
integration, let see what one works for this situation.’

• The discussion now is ‘we support FHIR and SMART as our 
preferred model.’

• Other established models of interoperability are still in play and 
appropriate including

– XDS
– Direct (including FHIR attachments)

• Level of optimism, partnership, and cooperation that is 
unprecedented

Interoperability Landscape
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Interoperability
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SMART on FHIR
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EMR Vendor FHIR App Galleries
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Within the Clinical Workflow

-
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A Better EHR: Juxly Timeline

No standards regarding 
discrete data

No integrated communication

Not user-friendly

Big data but not smart data
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Continuous, Coordinated Care: RIMIDI

EHR Data

Patient Generated Data

No standards regarding discrete data

No integrated communication

Not user-friendly

Big data but not smart data
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Medicare

Reduce patient burden
A research organization can pre-populate a medication lists for a patient during clinical trial 
enrollment.

Streamline information about different kinds of care over time
A primary care physician can access information on other patient care (e.g. related to 
behavioral health) to better inform treatment.

Uncover new insights that can improve health outcomes
A pharmacy can determine if a beneficiary gets healthier over time due to medication 
adherence.

Access and monitor health information in one place
A health application can aggregate data into a health dashboard for beneficiaries.



Blue Button 2.0 API
In March 2018, CMS announced their FHIR based Blue Button 2.0 API that enables Medicare beneficiaries to connect their 
claims data to the applications, services and research programs they trust 

What It Is
• API that contains four years of 

Medicare Part A, B, and D data for 
53 million Medicare beneficiaries

• Data includes information a 
beneficiary’s health, including 
Medicare coverage type, drug 
prescriptions, primary care treatment 
and cost

• Beneficiaries have full control over 
how their data can be used and by 
whom

How It Works
• App developers, such as payers and 

Apple, create and register their apps 
with Blue Button

• Using the app, we can provide 
beneficiaries with the ability to review 
the data usage agreement and 
provide consent digitally

• Data can then be accessed by the 
app using the API services provided 
by Blue Button in many ways to 
benefit the member

Key Benefits

Reduces patient burden

Streamlines information about 
different kinds of care over time

Enables new insights and 
experiences to improve health 
outcomes

Accesses and monitors health 
information in one place

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwii9KqqxqHaAhUCVN8KHb07DF8QjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://healthit.gov/bluebutton&psig=AOvVaw29aZY5EpQ4KgJUMW_5onvJ&ust=1522963241620895
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VA API
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Apple: Patient Controlled Health Record
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How: A Lingua Franca
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HL7 Timeline

FHIR: V 3.0.1 April 19, 2017 …

Messaging (lab test results)

Model Driven (patient record summaries)
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A Common Data Model
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Condition: Human View
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A Uniform API
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“Just Like” Amazon!

http://hapi.fhir.org/baseDstu3/Condition?code=SNOMED-CT|73211009

https://www.amazon.com.au/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-
keywords=size+10+ladies+blue+sweater
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Trusted Exchange Framework and 
Common Agreement (TEFCA)
• What is it and where does it fit?
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• FHIR has brought monumental progress and hope!
• Remaining gaps/concerns

– Quality of data
– Harmonization and standardization of data
– Adoption of a RESTful paradigm and associated principles 

in healthcare
– Versioning 
– Scale

Remaining Gaps/Concerns
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"I will tell you right upfront: This is really hard; it's really 
humbling; it's really complicated, but if we all work together, we 
can really save lives at a scale that is unimaginable, because 
of the impact of these technologies."

Eric Schmidt, PhD, former Google CEO 
and former executive chairman of 
Alphabet
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• Mark Braunstein, M.D.
• mark.braunstein@cc.gatech.edu
• LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/mbraunstein/

• Patrick Murta
• pmurta@humana.com
• LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/patrick-murta-4a31445

• Please complete online session evaluation!

Questions

mailto:mark.braunstein@cc.gatech.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mbraunstein/
mailto:pmurta@humana.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/patrick-murta-4a31445
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Appendix
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• Payers and providers need common transport tools to share the data required to complete 
medication reconciliation at all transitions care, for care management plans, during medication 
changes.

• Proof of 30 day medication reconciliations is increasingly required for value based care incentives. 
Providers and care coordinators face the challenge of collecting accurate and complete patient 
medication records across care settings.

• 30 day medication reconciliation consists of multiple steps:
– In-patient discharge
– Discharge medication list
– Exchange of the medication list with the responsible provider (may be via payer)
– Including discharge medications in responsible providers EHR
– Reconciliation of all medications
– Attestation to the reconciliation (focus of the current use case)

Use cases - Data Exchange for Quality Measures (DEQM)
(aka: Medication Reconciliation Post-Discharge, MRP)
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– Providers need to easily discover which payer covered services or devices have:
• Specific documentation requirements
• Rules for determining need for specific treatments/services
• Requirement for Prior Authorization (PA) or other approvals
• Specific guidance

– With a FHIR based API, providers can discover in real-time specific payer requirements 
that may affect the ability to have certain services or devices covered by the responsible 
payer.

– The discovery may be based on:
• Plan conditions only (e.g. no need for PHI)
• Member identification (PHI) in the event the specific plan is not known at the time of 

request
– Response may be:

• The answer to the discover request
• A list of services, templates, documents, rules
• URI to retrieve specific items (e.g. template)

Use Case – Coverage Requirements Discovery (CRD)
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• Providers are challenged to deal with the diversity of administrative and clinical 
requirements that impact documenting the need for treatment and selecting the 
appropriate best path for care. The current environment is made more complex by 
the large number of payer based requirements that must be met to document that 
covered services and devices are medically necessary and appropriate.

• The goal of this use case is to reduce provider burden and simplify process by 
establishing electronic versions of administrative and clinical requirements that can 
become part of the providers daily workflow. An exemplar for this use case is to 
follow the approach taken to incorporate formulary requirements interactively into the 
medication selection process. Proposal includes the ability to inject payer coverage 
criteria into provider workflows akin to clinical decision support (CDS Hooks), to 
expose rules prospectively while providers are making care decisions. A limited 
reference implementation on a limited use case (e.g. Home Oxygen Therapy)

– Address coverage requirements, documentation compliance, and detect 
misuse / abuse

– Provide value based care requirements at point of service
– Collect, in real-time, patient information to alert provider or care team

Use Case – Documentation Templates and 
Coverage Rules
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Today most attachments are transmitted manually via FAX or traditional 
mail, resulting in significant inefficiencies and higher costs. The majority of 
electronic attachments are sent via web portal uploads (proprietary) or via 
X12 transactions (as part of HIPAA EDI regulations). However, outside the 
realm of HIPAA, it is important to support the value-based care needs for 
clinical information exchange to support risk adjustment data and for 
provider-to-provider exchange for improved care management.

Use Cases – eHealth Record Exchange
(HEDIS/Stars & Clinician Exchange)
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